INTRODUCTION
In the latter halfofthe eighteenth century, Edinburgh by common consent possessed the leading medical school in the English-speaking world. To it flocked students from all over Britain and her colonies in North America and the Caribbean. In the 1770s, halfa century after the foundation ofthe Faculty, they came to hear men ofthe calibre ofJoseph Black, William Cullen, and Alexander Monro secundus, while Robert Whytt and Alexander Monro primus had been active teachers until their deaths a decade earlier.
In recent years, historians of medicine have shown increasing interest in the development of medical education in eighteenth-century Edinburgh and in the combination of scientific and social reasons for the transformation of a curriculum at first deliberately based on that of Leyden, to which all but one of the early teachers in the Faculty owed allegiance,' into something peculiarly characteristic of the Scottish Enlightenment.
Necessary for any thorough study is a detailed knowledge of what was actually taught to the students as the years passed. While in the cases of Black 
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The manuscript lecture-notes of Alexander Monro primus Monro primus (1697-1767) or Monro secundus (1733-1817), whose combined influence extended over a period of eighty years, from the very beginnings of the Faculty.
Monro secundus wrote books, but these were addressed to his peers and not to students. His father wrote a textbook on osteology which went through many editions,3 and his lectures on comparative anatomy were plagiarized and anonymously published in 1744.4 Otherwise, his published work was almost entirely confined to contributions to the Medical Essays.'
If, therefore, we wish to know in any detail what these men taught to successive cohorts of students we must have recourse to the notes taken by the students themselves, supplemented in the case of Monro primus by manuscripts in his own hand, which bear a distinct if not always easily definable relation to what he taught in the classroom.6
In an earlier paper7 I dated and compared the surviving sets of notes taken from the lectures of Monro secundus, of which in my opinion the most important is a set of bound volumes taken down in shorthand by a student from the lectures of session 1773/4, transcribed, and subsequently bought back and annotated by Monro himself. 8 We have thus an authoritative record of his teaching at the height of his career, with which earlier and later manuscripts can be compared.
In this paper I attempt to do the same for the notes taken from the lectures of Monro primus, a task that is just as necessary but in many ways much more difficult. For Table) fifteen recensions -of the lectures on the history of anatomy, eight of those on the physiology, and only three ofthose on the muscles and viscera. All this is in contrast to the case of Monro He is certainly far behind so we have not yet got through the Introductory Piece on Bones in Generall." On 14 January 1751, Skene wrote: "Mr Monro has now got through the abdominall viscera very expeditiously indeed as it is but Four days since we got the Subject." By 9 February, Monro "has been three or four days on his angeology subject". Human anatomy gave place to comparative on 26 February, and on 15 March, "We arejust now ending our Comparative Anatomy and on Thursday shall get a subject for operations." The correspondence with ES Haswell written two decades before is quite sufficient to put us under no obligation to question Monro's assertion about the general nature of his course. Further supporting evidence is provided by Monro secundus in the form of rough notes on the flyleaf of DU:M M174 headed 'Number of lectures in a course of Anatomy'. 1 I have examined forty manuscripts or sets of manuscripts, almost all of them in the original or on microfilm. In the case of a very few I have had to depend on selected xeroxed copies. Since the material is often confusing, not to say at times intractable, I have listed in an Appendix to this paper all those known to me, together with such bibliographical details as have been used in drawing conclusions. The (Table) , including ES Haswell which contains only the latter part of it. The material is dismissed in a few pages in PPC lOa-89. PPC lOa-137 is incomplete and is a copy of DNLM 84011 from which PPC 1Od-148 is said also scarcely to differ.20 MAC GD 1/2 does not differ from EU Gen.577D by more than one minor detail in every 500 words and must be regarded 18Lfe, p. 83.
19 Witness John Pennington: "In the perusal of these manuscripts the Reader may find some incoherency in the concatenation as from the original copy several parts were left out as very verbose and of little signification which is the real foundation of their perplexity ifany be found-Edinburgh, Nov. 14 (ii) .21 Other and more extended instances could be given. For example, in the various versions of the Prolegomena the differences are often of a sort that could only originate with the lecturer. However, given the contrasts, one is struck by the similarities.
Of course, the topic is such that there is no need for its general tenor to change, but many phrases and sentences do not differ from each other by a single word and some quite lengthy passages scarcely by more. For example, LS 42.a.40, which to avoid anachronism we must accept as 1733 (see Appendix), differs in the case of the Bidloo passage (pp.1 1-112) only in nine minor respects from DNLM 135955 written in 1750 and carrying references up to 1744. Perhaps the best explanation is that the lecturer was so familiar with his material and had given such thought to its presentation-again, witness David Skene's reference to Monro's style22-that much of it was indelibly engraved in his memory.
(b) The Physiology
Here we have eight versions of the material to consider, including ES Haswell. We must assume from their dates that it and MSL No.74 are records of the same course of lectures. The latter MS vouchsafes us very few dates, but on 14, 17 and 21 March the topics treated of are as in ES Haswell.23 Both have an account of the experiment described in the quotations below. They differ from each other to the extent that one might expect, given that the two writers were making independent fair copies from notes of the conventional sort. MSL No. 74 is by a good deal the fuller of the two records, taking, for example, almost twice as many words over this experiment. Neither text resembles any other in the way that EPH M8. 29 
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way without sending off any Branches) then we threw ym into water which we had before by the Thermometer brought to the same heat as the Blood in a living animal is and out of which we had exhausted all the air least that in the water should have kept an Equilibrium with that in the Blood and so hinder this to act and distend the vessells then we set the water with the Blood Vessells under a Recr and exhausted all the air leaving it thus for a good while we found the Air did expand itself very inconsiderably and not till the mercuriall gage had risen 17 inches for the vein & 22 before the Artery rose. This experiment (I say) proves that the Air in our Blood can't be brought to act but with great difficulty but the question is which way this air gets in to the Body ...
(ii) DNLM 91637 pp.59-60 (1746) ... That there is Air in the Blood is certain but in a sound state; This is evinced in an Experiment in which I assisted Mr. Stewart professor of Natural Philosophy. We cut a large piece of the vena cava inferior and of the Carotid Artery before it divides after letting them be well filled with blood and tying them then we threw these vessels into the water which we before had prepared by the help of the thermometer brought of the same heat as the Blood of a living animal and out of which we had exhausted all the air least that in the water should keep up an Equilibrium with that in the Blood and so hinder this to act and distend the vessels, and they immediately sink then we put the Vessels with the water into a receiver and exhausted the Air & leaving it thus for a good while we found that this Blood did expand itself very considerably and not till the mercuriall gage had risen itself a great way. The Blood did not rise in the Artery till the mercury had risen to 22 inches, and in the vein till 15 inches. This experiment proves that the Air in our Blood cannot be brought to act but with great difficulty which when it does produces the worst effects....
(iii) GD 113 V.438 p.39 (1751)
... The common expt. to prove what there is of this air in the blood and how it exerts itself by taking off the pressure ofthe atmosphere is to apply the air pump upon the blood newly let out and observing how it bubbles up in the vessel but this proves nothing at all for it is certain the air may get into it in the very same time of letting it out. To make the experiment more exactly my colleage Mr. Stuart and I tried it thus. Having all our Instruments ready I then opened the Animal alive and made a ligature on the Vena cava inferior and Carotid artery (these vessells being the most proper for such Experiments as they run a good way without sending off any Branches) and having allowed them to be well filled with blood made another ligature and took that piece of each included between the two ligatures of out the Body then we threw them into water which we had before by help of the Thermometer of the same heat as the Blood of a living animal; having exhausted all the air from it lest the Air in the water should have kept up an Equilibrium with that in the Blood and so hinder this last to act and distend the vessells. We then immediately applied the air pump and having a Barometer exhausted the Air and found the Vena cava did not come to the top of the water till the mercury was at 23 in the mercurial page [gauge] (that in the specific gravity of blood and water, there is but very little odds) the carotid artery did not swim till the mercury was at 25, from all which it is plain that tho' the air could get into the lungs it could not get out again; but in the Phil. Trans. Mr. Boyle's expts on animals shut up in the receiver of an air-pump seem to prove that air does not get into the blood. However that there is somewhat in the air necessary for life without which no creature can live a minute is most certain, but what it is we know not ... Four of our eight texts thus appear to be more or less verbatim and resemble each other very strongly although, once more, differences exist that could scarcely have been supplied by student discretion. The evidence for different dates ofdelivery is as hard as we are likely to get, and so we seem to be again faced with examples of Monro's memory for his material. In the early 1750s, however, there are more substantial differences and a change of emphasis is apparent.
One may well ask why physiology should figure at all in Monro's course, since he was appointed to profess anatomy and surgery, and had a colleague whose duty it was, as he freely admitted, to teach the institutes of medicine. At the beginning of DU:M M 181 there is a disclaimer, in which he refers to an earlier statement of intention "in 454 mentioning this subject at all which is not properly my Monro's own opinion of these lectures has already been quoted. He does not say explicitly whether or not he gave the lectures again, but simply that he refused to have them printed. Lawrence has stated29 with some apparent surprise that I have implied that the lectures were not repeated,30 and points as evidence to the contrary to LW 934, MSL No. 33 and MSL No. 74.
The index to the Tumours in LW 934 carries the date Sat. Oct. 26 1734. The lecturer talks (p.27) ofaddressing the same students the previous year, presumably on Wounds. The Tumours is followed by the Operations ofChirurgery which is signed R. Hamilton 21/11/1734. Since the surgical lectures usually brought up the rear in Monro's course, surely the dates are those on which Hamilton finished writing his copy. MSL No. 33 carries the flyleafdate 1735, but this tells us little. MSL No. 74 contains various dates in 1732, but these all apply to the Surgery and Bandages or to the Physiology. The lectures on Tumours carry no date and are for the most part in a hand quite different from that in the rest ofthis collection. Then, on f 137 (p.49), the hand changes back to the original without a break in the sense, indicating a copy. The text breaks off about two-thirds of the way through and comprises the only part of this MS closely to resemble any other. MSL Nos. 82A and 106 were written by Sam. Holland in 1739/40; but the firm date "FebY 12th 1740 S.H." once again does not fit with anything else that we know of the ordering of Monro's course and suggests that the copy was completed on that day.
All these manuscripts seem to have been copied from others; none reads as if it had been taken down in class or expanded from the student's own notes. Some appear to have been elaborately "edited"; for example, EPH M.9.26 and LS 129A.a.5 are written in elegant copperplate and subdivided by chapters and section headings. The former contains, embedded in the section on wounds of the abdomen, ten pages on gastroraphia which occur not in EPH M.8.11 on wounds but in M.8.15 on the operations of surgery; LS 129A.a.5 contains the last two of these ten pages similarly placed. Much more than in the case of any other group of Monro manuscripts, different readings represent differences between sense and nonsense in the context rather than legitimate differences in phraseology. Thus we find in DU:M M167 such errors as "discharged" for "destroyed", "uvulas" for "vulvas", and "medication" for "indication". Only the fact that such errors tend to be different in different MSS permits the reader, by comparison, to arrive at what is meant. When it comes to Greek terms and proper names, matters are much worse. One often finds the same writer grossly misapprehending a name on one page, spelling it apparently correctly on another, and leaving a blank on a third. Clearly there has been no cross-checking. Comparisons again help; thus Pandaling becomes Podalirius, Tottenhance Nottingham, and Parlett Barbette. Even so, although using these references to establish a terminus becomes a highly uncertain business, I have been unable to identify any that are clearly later than 1720. For Monro to deliver a course of lectures with his latest reference many years old, seems to me quite out of character. 29 (1735) ... Hildan. tells us of two who were wounded in the hand and by laughing at a merry jest, raised a terrible pain in the wounded part and thro' the whole arm so much that they were in hazard of falling into convulsions, in his Cent. 1 Hist. 12 relates the History ofa youth who after a wound in the head and fracture of his skull was in a fair way of recovery, but being provoked to anger turned feverish Phrenitick and dyed in four days ... All acts of venery are to be shunned for these increase the circulation in the mean time and enervate afterwards. Hildan. tells of a young man who had got a wound in the head with a fractured skull after 5 weeks time when the wound was almost cicatrised by the use of venery fell into a fever and died.
(ii) EPH M.9.27, p. 37 (1739) ... Hildan. Cent 1. observ. 23 tells us of two who were wounded in the hand and by laughing heartily at a merry tale, raised a pain in the wound and thro' the whole arm so much that they were in hazard of convulsions, in his Cent. 1 hist. 12 relates the History ofa youth who was wounded in the head and scull fractured, was in a fair way of recovery, but being provoked to anger turned feverish and Phrenitick and dyed four days after .... All acts of venery are to be shunned for these increase the circulation much at the time and ennervate afterwards. Hildan. Cent. 1. Obs. 9 proves the ill effects of this by the example of a young man who was wounded in the head with a fracture in the scull after 5 36-37. 457 the ill affects of this by the example ofa young man who was wounded in the head with a fracture in the skull after 5 weeks when the wound was almost cicatrized, by lying with his miss fell into a fever and died.
The various texts of the Tumours are characterized by the same degree of likeness: (i) MSL No. 74 f 114r (1732) . . . Sphacelus after being exposed to cold, or the heats of Summer, and Schirrous Tumours from any irregular cause, now tho both Liquids and Solids are in perfect good condition, yet if the larger Globules make their way into the smaller vessels then they can circulate it, an obstruction will follow, which may happen from a too great an impulse given, or a Relaxation ofsome ofthe Vessels, especially ifupon these Causes their opposites follow, E.G. ifone after heating himselfby exercise, would swallow down a quantity of cold water or expose himself to a cold Wind, by the further Contraction from the cold the Vessels, that were beforehand very much dilated, would in a moment become contracted he would hardly escape one of the Inflammatory Diseases, such as Angina, Pleuritis &c. a Phlegmon, or Erysipelas extemally ....
(ii) EPH M.9.27 p. 4 (1739) . . . Sphacelus after being exposed to cold, or the heats of Summer, and Schirrous Tumours from an irregular Diet, now tho both Liquids and Solids are in a perfect good condition, yet if the larger Globules make their way into smaller vessels than they can circulate in, then an obstruction will follow, which may happen from a too great impulse given to them, or a Relaxation given to some ofthe Vessels, especially ifupon these Causes their opposites follow, E.G. ifone after heating by exercise, or any other way would swallow down a quantity of any cold Liquor, or expose himself to a cold Wind, by the sudden Contraction from the cold ofthe Vessels, which were before very much dilated, he could hardly escape one A number of specific questions I find myself unable to answer with any conviction. Why have so few MSS survived that are anything like records of the complete course? Only ES Haswell and the Redman volumes could be said to qualify. In my view, the whole EPH series (Appendix, item 11) is anomalous in many ways. It is so in appearance. With its elaborately engraved title-pages, its copious rubrication, wide margins (the page size is only 18-5 x 12 cm), and uneconomic use of paper it is unlike the average student MS. Many proper names give difficulty, and these, together with many failures of sense, suggest to me the transcription of ill-understood shorthand. The long Latin quotations would seem to defy any sort of extempore delivery or any sort ofdirect delivery by Monro, who eschewed the use of Latin in his lectures although not, of course, in his own manuscript writings. We find, for example, (EPH M.8. 10, p.311 et seq): "The description of it [Paracelsus's weapon salve] with all its circumstances of the preparation is too long to be inserted here Inferr [sic] to the 40th chapter of that Book ... ". Nevertheless, there then follows "R" and three pages of Latin text. One has the impression that many of the references have been followed up and transcribed, the whole comprising a considerable undertaking possibly aimed at plagiarized publication. The same few hands wrote St Clair's lectures, Praelectiones medicinae theoreticae (EPH M.7.60-62 and M.8.1-9) and also John Rutherford's Praelectiones medicinae practicae (EPH M.8.31-39), the format of both of which is exactly the same as that of the Monro volumes.
Why, on the other hand, have so relatively many MSS of the History of Anatomy survived? The modem student would certainly regard the material as highly dispensable, and even Monro himself seems to decry its importance at one point. 34 Finally, we require an annotated edition of the Discourses on the human physiology, DU:M M181-2, which enshrines Monro's latest thinking on the function he was always at pains to associate with structure and which presumably informed his teaching to the end ofhis career. Although Secundus was effectively responsible for the whole course from 1759, his father continued to give clinical lectures until 1766. A number of records of these have survived, although they are not dealt with in this paper. On p.109 we find, "Having gone through ye treatise ofWounds wch I promised to give you both in general & also in particular, our method above laid down leads us next to consider and perform before you a variety of chirurgical operations wch cannot be so well understood by giving a bare description thereof as they may be learned by seeing them done before your eyes: "So yt I now proceed to make some remarks of ye chyrurgical operations, as they were performed and delivered by Professor Monro, at his Anatomical Theatre at Edinburgh, in ye same method & order wch he handled & treated them wch Lectures were commenced there on ye 26th of January 1738."
This MS was presented to the Library too late to be included in my account of the Monro Collection. Its very existence with the dates given seems good evidence for the continuing popularity of Monro's lectures delivered many years before.
